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| ABSTRACT

on January 23, 1987, at 0758, charging pump P-55A was declared inoperable due
to sporadic mechanical operation of circuit breaker 52-1205. Additional
charging pumps were tagged out as part of the primary coolant system (PCS),
therefore, a boric acid injection flow path could not be immediately
established.per Technical Specification 3.2.1. An alternate flow path was
subsequently established. On January 26, 1987, with vendor concurrence of
compatibility, spare Model K600 circuit breakers were being installed in
place of the existing Model K225 breakers.

On February 5, 1987, after failure of a post-maintenance operability test for
breaker replacement, it was identified that I-T-E circuit breaker Models K225
and K600 were not functionally interchangable. The Plant was in cold shutdown
condition during both breaker failures.
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DESCRIPTION

On January 23, 1987, at 0758, operations personnel declared charging
pump P-55A [CB;P] inoperable due to sporadic mechanical operation of circuit
breaker 52-1205 [EB;6]. Charging pumps; P-55B and P-55C were tagged out as
part of the primary coolant system (PCS), therefore, a boric acid injection
flow path could not be immediately established as required per Technical
Specification 3.2.1. Subsequently, at 1054, operations personnel verified an
alternate boric acid injection flow path to the PCS from the safety injection '

refueling water tank (T-58) [BP;TK] via the low pressure safety injection
system (LPSI) [BP]. The plant was in cold shutdown at the time of the event.

On January 26, 1987, with vendor concurrence of compatibility, electrical
maintenance personnel began replacing the circuit breakers (52-1205, 52-1206
and 52-1105) in charging pumps P-55A, B, and C with spare circuit breakers
(ie, Model K225 being replaced by Model K600).

On February 5, 1987, after failure of a post-maintenance operability test for
breaker (52-1105) replacement in P-55C, it was identified that I-T-E Circuit
Breaker Models K225 and K600 were not directly interchangeable for vintages
owned by the licensee. As shown in Figure 1, the Model K600 main contact
finger accepts a contact stab of approximately 0.50 inch thickness, whereas,
the Model K225 contact stab is 0.25 inch thick. Therefore, the potential
exists that upon racking in the breaker no contact will be made. Charging
pumps P-55A and P-55B were declared operable after breaker replacement
(Model K600 replaced Model K225) and satisfactory post maintenance
operability testing prior to the February 6, 1987, event.

On February 6, 1987, charging pumps P-55A and P-55B were declared inoperable
dating back to the January 26, 1987, breaker replacement due to a possible
generic mode failure as seen in P-55C. During this time, two periods existed
where the sole boric acid injection flow path to the PCS was via the charging
pumps. Therefore, from January 27, 1987, at 0335, to January 30, 1987,
at 0310, and January 30, 1987, at 0425, to January 31, 1987, at 0633, no
boric acid injection flow path was maintained to the PCS per Technical
Specification 3.2.1. The plant was in cold shutdown during both of these
events.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The root cause of the January 23, 1987, event was identified as excessive
wearing of mechanisms internal to the circuit breaker. The breakers listed in
the Additional Information section are original equipment and receive a high
degree'of usage. Vendor recommended preventive maintenance programs are in
place, however, the worn components identified during breaker refurbishment
are not covered in the vender's recommended program.

The February 5, 1987, event was caused by non-compatible circuit breakers
being utilized as replacement equipment. Prior to initiating replacement of
the Model K225 circuit breakers with Model K600 breakers, vendor concurrence

was gained that the breakers were functionally interchangeable.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

After charging pump P-55A was declared inoperable on January 23, 1987,
operations personnel verified an alternate boric acid injection flow path to
the PCS from the safety injection refueling water tank via the low pressure
safety injection system.

Due to the backdating of inoperability for charging pumps P-55B and P-55C, no
alternate boric acid injection flow path was verified by operations personnel.
However, records review indicate that all components utilized to verify an
alternate flow path on January 23, 1987, were available during the January 27
through Januarj 31, 1987, period in which P-55B and P-55C were subsequently
declared inoperable. Therefore, if required, an alternate boric acid

_
injection flow path to the PCS was available and no significant safety hazard
existed.

This event is being reported per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) and
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) due to exceeding Technical Specification 3.2.1 and a
condition existing which alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the
function of required equipment.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The January 23, 1987, event was to be remedially corrected by replacing the
inoperable circuit breakers (Model K225) with functionally interchangeable,
spare circuit breakers (Model K600). This action proved to be adequate until
breaker 52-1105 was replaced for charging pump P-55C. At this time, due to
breaker failure, it was discovered that the breakers were not directly
interchangeable.

All failed Model K225 circuit breakers were returned to the manufacturer for
refurbishment. Spare Model K600 circuit breakers were being returned to
their original positions.

The Preventive Periodic Activities Control Program (PPAC) will be revised by
the end of 1987 to include either periodic refurbishment or replacement of
high usage circuit breakers in safety related load centers.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

After charging pump P-55A was declared inoperable on January 23, 1987,
operations personnel verified an alternate boric acid injection flow path to
the PCS from the safety injection refueling water tank via the low pressure
safety injection system.

Due to the backdating of inoperability for charging pumps P-55B and P-55C, no
alternate boric acid injection flow path was verified by operations personnel.
However, records review indicate that all components utilized to verify an
alternate flow path on January 23, 1987, were available during the January 27
through January 31, 1987, period in which P-55B and P-55C were subsequently
declared inoperable. Therefore, if required, an alternate boric acid
injection flow path to the PCS was available and no significant safety hazard
existed.

This event is being reported per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) and
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) due to exceeding Technical Specification 3.2.1 and a
condition existing which alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the
function of required equipment.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The January 23, 1987, event was to be remedia11y corrected by replacing the
inoperable circuit breakers (Model K225) with functionally interchangeable,
space circuit breakers (Model K600). This action proved to be adequate until
breaker 52-1105 was replaced for charging pump P-55C. At this time, due to
breaker failure, it was discovered that the breakers were not directly
interchangeable.

All failed Model K225 circuit breakers were returned to the manufacturer for
refurbishment. Spare Model K600 circuit breakers were being returned to
their original positions.

The Preventive Periodic Activities Control Program (PPAC) will be revised by
the end of 1987 to include either periodic refurbishment or replacement of
high usage circuit breakers in safety related load centers.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Equipment Number Model No. Serial No. Vendor

52-1205 K-225 42924-A14-1-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1206 K-225 42924-A14-2-4D I-T-E Circuit Breaker
52-1207 K-225 42924-A17-2-4C Bechtel Corp.
52-1208 E-225 42924-A13-6-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1209 K-225 42924-A15-3-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1210 K-225 42924-A15-4-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1105 K-225 49924-A17-1-4C I-T-E Circuit Breaker
52-1106 K-225 42924-A18-1-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1107 K-225 42924-A18-2-4D Bechtel Corp.
52-1108 K-225 42924-A15-1-4D Bechtel Corp.

NOTE: The above list of equipment was identified as high usage safety
related equipment and will be included within the scope of the
corrective actions. All Model K-225 circuit breakers were
manufactured by 1-T-E Circuit Breaker.

For additional LERs pertaining to administratively inoperable boric acid
injection flow path, refer to LER 85-014 and LER 86-025.
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February 23, 1987
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US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20 - PALISADES PLANT -
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 87-004, LACK OF BORIC ACID INJECTION FLOW PATH TO THE
PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTFE

Licensee Event Report (LER) 87-004, is attached. This event is reportable to
the NRC per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v).

| W
Brian D Johnson
Staff Licensing Engineer

CC Administrator, Region III, USNRC
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades
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